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awards. For ex,amlplle,
the Soviet Union

As of the

During the 1990 conference in ~~~A~A'b~'
of us had the distinct pleasure to meet cosmonaut
Grechko.He shared his experiences in space with us as
well as
vision of the future of
It
would be an understatement to say that his pn~sentalt10In
engendered
warmed our
spring of 1993, Dr. Grechko has been invited on a speaking
tour of North America. We thought our colleagues might
be interested in learning more about him prior to his visit,
so we have included the following sketch.
Dr. Georgi Grechko was born in Leningrad on May 25,
1931. He graduated from the Leningrad Mechanical
Institute in 1955. For the next 11 years he worked for the
Korolyov Design Bureau in Kaliningrad near Moscow
(now NPO Energiya), where
he
was
involved
in
unmanned lunar
including the
soft
on the moon of Luna 9 of
February 3, 1966. In that
he was selected for the then
secret "Lunar
of
Soviet cosmonauts. He
accomplished the full training to make a circumlunar
flight in a
craft. After the American
ApolIo 8 flight this program
was canceled. In 1975 he
accomplished a 29
on the Salyut 4
station.
In 1977/1978 he made a
record
of 96 days in
Salyut 6.
Georgi Grechko became
Dr. Grechko in 1984 when he
received his Ph.D. in
technical sciences. In 1985 he
made is third
a week on the
station. Dr.
now heads the
6
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All of the articles in this issue but two were presented
as papers at the International Planetarium Society conference in Salt Lake City this past June. Several dozen papers
from the conference remain to be published-enough to
fill The Planetarian through 1993 and into 1994. My apologies to those who will not see their papers in print for
what will seem an exceptionally long time, but this is the
consequence of not having a proper Proceedings.
Articles are not printed in the order received. New submissions are always welcome and will be
as space
permits.
In an effort to print more articles per issue without raising costs, I've acquired a high-resolution laser
and
will redesign the journal somewhat beginning with· the
first issue of 1993. We'll see smaller type in new typefaces,
three columns per page, and numerous minor adjustments. Each issue will either contain more articles in a similar number of pages as in the past (at no increase in cost)
or the same number of articles in fewer pages--at a savings in printing and postage. These changes will allow me
to work more quickly through the pile of COftteI'en(:e

F

E

whichever ~'I."~,,plm
contributors
the future I'd like to ask all contributors to use
units
tern. If the authors
note!
Contributors are also reminded
the Guidelines
issue. In partlc:ular,
fax.
note

rations from behind the "'. . . .
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The Planetarian accepts non-commercial classified ads at no cost
on a space-available basis. Send copy to the Executive Editor.
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theater's horizon line is a hand cut panolrar:nic Sl1Jt10l1etlCe
of New
1939
J:jUllumg centers the silhouette. Five fi{\,nnJ[T~'I.Ti;!
an electrical exit
are located
~,J.Jt the instrument does not ",", ... ,,,,,,,,,,,jsmoot:hl:v rotate on both
and \..-'4'.... eu....."
driveshaft runs down the vertical section of the nr,n.,,,,,,t""1I"'Q
and is connected to an electriC
housed beneath the
theater floor. Ele:ctr'ic8l11y U"".'.U;''-'''''''',
the motor rotates the
rpm.
the 1939 New York World's Fair,
were
in the
Space Theater. Time and
\l\Tittnal.ler Watch com]:)aIllY
American Museum of Natural
models were
in the
the late 1940's.
These models are now available for sale,
trades will be conSidered. Please contact
mann, 2111 Jefferson Davis
#
j;;. ..
VA 22202-3137.
Fax: 703-418-6338.
QI<'I.Tl1r'1,iP>

LU.'.... Jt'U' ....

1936-38 Ernst Deike. a Zeiss-trained technician.
built an exact miniature
of a Zeiss model II .,..,...-,"',.0,. . _
tor instrument. He knew the instrument well for he worked
as a technician at Philadelphia's Fels Planetarium beginning in 1933 and, during the winter of 1938, moved over to
New York's Hayden Planetarium. Deike painstakingly fabricated this 17 inch high labor of love out of brass. Its
minute detail is truly amazing.
The sky theater model was constructed by Hayden Planetarium staff under Deike's supervision during the first few
months of 1939. It measures
4-1/2 feet high
by 6-1/2 feet wide and 4-1/2 feet
and contains 270
cast aluminum seats which sit on a cork floor. The painte:d
dome ceiling is made out of shaped copper sheeting and is
shine light through these perfoperforated. Electric

.....uv "'<

.... VJu)t;,......."',"'-
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accurate and affordable planetariums for ""._'I'
Minolta Planetariums offer:
h,. ..

REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision multi-element coated

lenses
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete unnnSHm~H~n
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

f.,u"O .. T,n .. I.." " 0

brilliance
coverage

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar
bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date.
planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
til 10mm movie projection system • Dome screens til Sound systems .. Control systems
4» laser shows
.. Special effect projectors .. Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514
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The Moon, the Primary Cause of the Tides
It .should be obvious that the moon is the major cause of
t~e h~es. The moon rises fifty minutes later each day, and
lik~Wlse ~he high tides occur fifty minutes later each day.
ThIS lag IS of course because the moon orbits the earth,
moving twelve degrees through the sky each day.
The explanation of how the moon causes the tides is
simply explained by Newton's Law, which states that the
gravitational pull of any body is proportional to its mass
and inversely proportional to the square of its distance (see
Figure 1). The smaller the distance, the greater the pull.
The oceans on the side of the earth dosest to the moon are
attracted more strongly than the earth itself, simply
because their distance is less. Hence, there is a bulge on
that side. The oceans farthest from the moon are attracted
less than the earth because they are farther away, so there
is a bulge on the far side too. The earth rotates in a slightly
football;..shaped ocean; ergo, there are two high tides and
two low tides each day.

SUN AFFECTS TIDE, BUT ONLY
HALF AS MUCH AS MOON
GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
Fmoon = k

Fsun = k

m2

=k_1_=k
1

d

M
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= k 32,000,000
= 200k
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Figure 4

But the tides are caused not by the total 2:r£avlltahon;al
pull but rather by the difference between the
oceans and the pull on the earth. When we
traction (as shown in Figure 3), and discard
tial terms, it will be seen that the tide is inversely
tional to the third power of the distance. We must
divide the 200X advantage of the sun by another 400X the
distance. The sun thus has only about half the effect of the
moon (46%, if actual figures are used). See Figure 4.
The sun's effect can either augment that of the moon, or
diminish it. When the sun, moon, and earth are lined up (a
condition called syzygy) the high tides are
than normal (and the low tides lower than normal).
occurs at
both new moon (when the moon is between the earth and
the
the sun), and at full moon (when the moon is
sun); Le., every two weeks. These tides are
tides. (The term spring" has nothing to do with
son of spring, but rather in the sense of "a
water.")
1/

The Sun, an Important Secondary Source of Tides
At first glance, it might seem that the sun should have
more effect on the tide than the moon because its gravitational pull on earth is considerably greater. As shown in
Figure 2, the sun's mass is about 32,000,000 times that of
the moon, and its distance 400 times greater. It therefore
pulls the earth 200 times more than does the moon.

TIDES PROPORTIONAL TO
CUBE OF DISTANCE

If the sun and the moon are 90 degrees
quadrature) the sun cancels out part of the moon's
These lesser high tides are called neap tides (Figure
difference is substantial: spring tides are usually twice as
high as neap tides.

F.arth = k(m/d 2)

m

Foe• an = k (d-r)2
FTIDE

= Foeean .... Fearth = K m
d

3

Figure 3
10

5

Perigee and Apogee
A third effect on the tides is the varying ruSjtan~ce
moon. The moon orbits the earth in an elliptical
with
the earth at one focus of the ellipse (Figure 6). The moon at
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its nearest (perigee) is 11 % closer than at its farthest
(apogee) (see
6). Its
is therefore about 35%
greater at perigee.

MOON
AT
PERIGEE

MOON
AT
APOGEE

360,000 km

400,000km

Figure 6

located at the "'-"-II.... al,V.l..

Hn'UToP't7oP1"

moon is at its maximum distance from
mum declination), the
of the oceans are
the equator, but are
tilted
Locations away from the
tides than normal.
More important, the two
under
equal. Figure 8 illustrates this: A
in the northern
will not be under the oP1Dm,lte
bulge twelve hours
The nralnn':>TL>
southern hemisphere.
two daily high tides will be
when
on the equator; but as the moon moves
the two high tides
become
If the moon is at its maximum de<:1inlatl on,
tudes away from the
one of the
will be further augmented; the second one
ished.
occurs with the sun, as it
The same
along the eCiJLDtl,c.
JLJ ..., ........ "'-

1

If perigee occurs at the same time as full moon or new
moon, the already-high spring tide is augmented still further. These super-high tides are called "perigean tides"
and occur twice a year. More precisely, they occur when
the anomalistic month" (perigee to perigee) is in phase
with the "synodic month" (new moon to new moon). The
anomalistic month is 27.555 days, (almost the same as the
sidereal month, differing only because the moon's orbit
precesses slightly), whereas the synodic month is 29.530
days. So 15 anomalistic months are almost exactly 14 synodic months: 413 days. Therefore, perigean tides at new
moon occur at intervals of one year, six weeks, and six
days. Perigean tides at full moon follow about six months
later: two perigean tides a year (see Figure 7).
1/

N

8
I
I

,
I
I

PERIGEE AT
NEW MOON

PERIGEE AT
FULL MOON
Figure 7

The closer that perigee coincides with full moon or new
moon, the higher will be the perigean tide. An example of
this was the super-perigean tide of New Years Day, 1987,
when perigee and new moon occurred only four hours
apart. This tide breached some of the barrier islands along
the New Jersey coast and caused serious flooding elsewhere.

Minor Effects
Though
care
variations of the
the NOAA's official tide tables
sider a few more.
(1) The earth orbits the sun in a
being closest about
1st.
equal (which
age, be
usually .I.JL.u.",,,,,,~,,,,,
ed.
(2) The moon does not travel ,pv~~,....i-Ilu
but is tilted at 5
to it. Its maximum ........ ,~JLJL ,'V".
vary from 18 to 28
This
takes 18.6
complete.
(3) The ellipse of the moon's orbit is stretched
longer shape when the moon and sun are
perigee occurs at
moon is about two ea]~Ul-raun
earth than it is at
.........

C'U"lr"Tn-"Y

Declination of Sun and Moon
All of the foregoing has assumed the sun and moon to
Vol. 21, No.4, December 1992
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These effects result in a very complex set of equations
for calculating the tide tables. The tables published by
NOAA normally use 37 coefficients, but in specialized
cases can use over 100 coefficients!
N on-astronomical Effects
Though the sun and the moon are the sole cause of the
tides, their effect can be considerably modified by terrestrial conditions. First, it is obvious that the tide cannot move
around the earth unhindered: the continents are in the
way. The tide actually moves as a wave through the
oceans. This wave is not very high, so islands in the center
of the ocean may experience a tide of perhaps only a foot
or so. However, when the wave reaches the continental
barrier, it can build up to a considerable height.
The height of the tides also depends on the shape of the
coastline. At Cape Hatteras, which juts out into the Atlantic, the tides can slide off to either side. Tides there are only
3-4 feet. At Savannah, which is at a concavity of the coast,
the tides are 8 feet. The Gulf of Mexico is a large body of
water with only a narrow entrance between Florida and
Yucatan. This restricts the flow of water, resulting in much
smaller tides on the West Coast of Florida than on the East
Coast facing the ocean.
Another factor is that each part of the coast has a natural frequency for water to flow in and out. If this happens
to coincide with the 12-hour period of the tide, the tides
will be augmented. The ultimate example of this is the Bay
of Fundy between New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Here,

12

the coastline funnels a large stretch of coast into
ing and shallowing bay. Furthermore, the natural
cy of the bay is about 12 hours. The result is a tide
reach 50 feet!
In some locations (for example, in the Gulf of .I.V.l."~A.I."'_V
the natural frequency is dose to 24
and so
single high tide each day. If the two daily tides are
different, the second high tide does not occur
shows up merely as a slowing of the tidal flow.
a diurnal
other places in the world also have
Latitude also plays a
The tide can be .A'~~_'....
a wave of extremely long
it can be treated as a shallow wave."
as a few
of water in a bathtub can be made to slosh
in a resonant frequency, so does the tide in the
basins find its resonant frequency at certain latitudes.
the Atlantic, the width of the ocean matches the
of
the water at about 50 degrees ''-'TIT'''''''
south. Tides near the English Channel and at southern
Argentina are much higher than in the tropics.
Lastly, tides are affected
atmospheric conditions. For
example, an on-shore
can increase the
Similarly, heavy rains can result in swollen rivers that will
raise the tidal height. The most spectacular effect is a hurritidal
cane. With its eye of very low pressure, it can
surge of twenty feet or more.
However, whatever terrestrial effects may be 1"'IrC'CiPl,t
the tides themselves come from celestial causes.
deserve to be discussed in a plametarlUl1n.
o
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A natural extension and
of the shadow stick
is the sun
We chose the "Sun Dial"
from the
.t:xplC)ratoliUJm
Book
No.
which we
Teachers' Packet. We
sun dial on a piece of
paper as practice, and then we nlade the larger version
outside the planetarium building. As a result of this activity, a number of the participants in the workshops built
"human" sun dials on their campuses.
We also used an old ESCP activity ("Sky Watch") that
uses a small dear plastic dome to locate the position of the
sun in the sky. This activity has the advantage of providing a small model of the sky and the sun's position. This
may be especially useful for students with below
hr~~e-,allme!nSlOIlal
orientation
A newer
eXOeltlS1Ve version of this
is now available from
""'11","'\""..4 STAR curriculum materials (Learning TechnolWe
the more expensive
ESCP globe kit ($14.60), because we needed a small earth
globe that was used in the next
The outdoor globe activity is first described, as far as I
can tell, in the ESS "Daytime Astronomy" booklet,
although it appears in ESCP materials also, and there is
even an entire short book devoted to it (Earthwatch: SpaceTime Investigations with a Globe by Julius Schwartz). The
key to this activity is the proper orientation of the globe
outside so that it mimics the earth's orientation in space.
The north pole of the earth globe must point to the north
celestial pole and the observer's location on the globe must
point to the zenith. Once these alignments are achieved,
the globe can be used to find where the sun is
overhead; locate the
meridian, sunrise and sunset
4.~_''''''''9"> ,..i-,.... .... c· determine the sundial times for any location
on earth; observe the amount of light at either one of the
resnons; and with a
ball it can be used to
A'\•..., ...JLU''C

;:'U,QlLACALI.

a
ed to see how many of the activities
used in the classroom.
Both
showed

tistically significant. Based on
of the
naires given on the last
pants' attitudes about the
shops were very
The
shops
for classroom activities as
up meetings with teachers
original enthusiasm for the activities
had all either used some of
to use them
the school year.

for an
fidence to imph:~ml~nt
variety of
science curriculum used in the school. I am "",..."..",."",I-!"
to extend this
of
format to
gr'GlGU,ate teacher education program at my

National

1971.

a small

'W()OClI pn

onto a stick 45
model. When the
79734.

moon's
moon can be seen. We
to
both lunar and solar ecliD~;es.
An activity that came from the University of Illinois
Astronomy
used a shoe
projection system and an
of simple
to
determine the actual size of the sun.

Results
The workshops were evaluated with pretests and
posttests in subject matter and spatial ability. In addition a
post-workshop questionnaire was completed by all partici-

14

Where Are We in
and
Smithsonian Center for
Street,
MA 02138.

This paper was first
Society conference in Salt

Ten years ago if someone were
all
would be worthwhile to

UnJ~lnd1 ............. j"''''''''

to orient .. ,u,/>;~~.,
in the
For an
the moon,
was easy. The
cratered
south
region would
at the bottom, and the
illuminated portion would be oriented the sun.
For objects like galaxies, nebulae and other deep sky
is facing south and
objects we assumed that the
orient the images as they appear on the meridian since this
is the most likely time you would observe them.
Unfortunately, not all objects cross the meridian in the
south and if the observer turns to view an object in the
north, we need a corollary to the meridian rule.
The difference with objects viewed in the north is that
we can see them cross the meridian twice if they are circumpolar. Obviously, it is more likely that we would look
for these objects when
are at their highest position
J1....

"'n11na~.?'

of filters and film treatments which
affects of
with a l05mm

For Black and White ..
Use Kodak 2415 Technical Panatomic ("Tech Pan") film, which is
known for its excellent speed and resolution. Tech Pan film also
has a greatly extended chromatic sensitivity, permitting its use
from ultraviolet far into the red.
A further increase in the speed of Tech Pan's emulsion can be
gained by a technique called "hypering." This involves "soaking"
the film in a particular gas or combination of gases before exposure. Commercial kits are available. These include the gas, a
soaking chamber. a pump, and the required fittings.
To eliminate or cut down on light pollution, use a light pollution
rejection (LPR) filter. These filters come with two frequency
ranges: one is in the red where Hydrogen-Alpha lies, and the other
Is around 500 nonometers. where three important lines in
Hydrogen-Beta and the lines of doubly-ionized oxygen lie. LPR filters are opaque to the other colors of the spectrum and are especially good for blocking the sodium emission lines found in light
pollution produced by many urban street and parking lot lights.
Both film hypersensitization kits and LPR filters may be purchased from Lumicon, 2111 Research Drive #l5S. Livermore, CA
94550.
,,'11.
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For C 0 1or
Use hypered Fuji Super HG 400 film and a LPR filter. as
described above.
'
JC

..,.

Orion
acc:unlte.ly show the field of view and
the nebula could be seen under ideal . . v ............."" .... ".
The nebula could then be shown magnlnea
enhanced to reveal the detail forever 1'!"1l,.riC1hlo
the unaided eye.
After almost two years of eXlpe][,UTlenltU1lg
both color and black and white astrOl:>h()togrclptlY
...,....."',/>; ... " of "' .... ,.......,......... u

is priceless not
port but also from the countless news
will
with the local media.
Now it is not necessary for the staff
tarium to
moon, Dlamejts

a .............. ,...... "" .............".t-',~" .. '.... n ....
Most of us have been
available slides or

....

above the horizon and so we decided to orient them as
they appear when they cross the meridian above the
to employ this convention, another
As we
which will bring us back to
interest in
lem
obtaining
real sky images. While most objects
could be
against their visual appearance in the
night sky, one object proved to be particularly difficult.
The Horsehead Nebula is usually portrayed horizontalwith the silhouette of the horse facing to the left. While I
have only seen this object under ideal conditions and
never from Florida, I did
that the nebula is oriented
north-south. Unfortunately, I could not remember if the
silhouette of the horse faced north or south. It was at this
time that I thought I might try to answer this question by
photographing it myself.
I had been reading in the popular astronomy magazines
16
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we have a new reason to
some time under
what
the moon

Martinez, Patrick.
Techniques
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from the French
illn1i:Uln-[l~ll, Inc. 178
Wallis, Brad, and Robert Provin. Manual
Celestial Photography. 1988. New York:
In'i"tTo1l"':ltu Press. 400

This paper was originally
Planetarium Society Conference in Salt
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aescrwes tfie use of vitfeo projectea computergraphics screens to rep{ace
1(oaaCith titCes p{anetarium shows at
tfie La/@view 9vfuseum PCanetarium.
In recent years, numerous papers have been presented
that describe new and increasingly sophisticated techniques for utilizing Kodalith and other high contrast copy
films in planetarium shows. What was once the medium
for titles has become the medium for dozens of illustrative
techniques. With the advent of video projection and computer interfaces into planetarium programming, high contrast copy films may become a medium of the past. The

1) Video
2) Video automation
of sellectmg
sources
3) Computer terminal with a VGA-NTSC rvvr."YC>1rtD>"
4) Graphics Software
5) Interface between the plCmetaJ'lmn
and the
program internal

At the Lakeview Museum Planetarium we
lowing
to meet these recluiJrenlerlts:

~~ .... ""'n'r>C'

possible
men and women of

Presentation

BJ"r,,,... ... ,.,..,.,,,

carousel pr10gJrarnrrnng
tem) provides a carousel advance contact
screen to the
page down from one

Figure 1. The Caterpillar Corporate Credit screen is used in all
public shows. On the dome it appears in three colors with a shadow
effect on the word Caterpillar. The screen resides on the computer's
hard drive and several keystrokes insert it into the desired show.

first use for Kodalith, planetarium titles, can now be done
much more easily on a computer terminal and projected
onto the planetarium dome at the appropriate times during the planetarium show.
The equipment to accomplish this is sophisticated, yet
becoming increasingly common to today's planetarium.
The list includes:
Sheldon Schafer was the Science/Planetarium Director at
Lakeview Museum for 16 years. He was promoted to Deputy
Director this summer. He is also on the part-time faculty at
Bradley University, where he teaches introductory astronomy. He is a past president of the Great Lakes Planetarium
Associa tion.
Vol. 21, No.4, December 1992

Figure 2. When approaching a prospective donor, we recreate their
logo (after a fashion) using shadowed text, graphics, and
art
from the Harvard Graphics program. On the computer it is stored
in three colors. A seven-screen
was assembled in an afternoon.
users could have done it
haps an hour. The final project was projected dired
terminal to dome.

Our graphics
us
simple titles, but to
from screen to
ous special effects, to add color and
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(Please see Kodalith on page
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is sometimes said to be the second-mostscience
nuclear physics). Certainly,
tel(~SODVE~S are very expensive.
on the other
they
In\res1tm!~nts, in the sense that
have long useJ..u.~_~J."'.u~,:r--·A.u. ... longer than
other SCl~~ntltlC . . .
tions. Yet the donors who fund large astronomical instruments have the
to
understand what is
done with their money. In
L.;:'U.U........ -

there is a need to convey to the public at
and hopefully the
ana
astronomical wave
research is all about and
what returns it
Of course, if the research is
space-based, then the cost and need to explain" are conis the recent announcehigher. A good
ment of the
small fluctuations in
cosmic
the COBE satellite. How many
had even heard of the microwave
it was all about? It
was
way over the
of the man in the street.
even
As such, it hardly counteracted all the
to the Hubble
teleunderstand that a telescope cannot
idea that it is possible to look back
and see
universe needs a lot more eXlplaining
Aside from its other roles, I see a planetarium as
as an interface between astronomy, the science, and
~7l">· and
who fund the research in that science.
interest since I am both
astronomical researcher (having a
at the
of
Town) and director
of a
new sophisticated
I am keen to bring the
OC:1"'1n,:>1".o and achievements of astronomical research

into the plalnetarmrn.
My research work often takes
the South African Astronomical
is some 250 miles inland
off the beaten track.
weeks

1/

.. ...,"'''"'' ...

.. C'

Tony Fairall is Associate Professor in the Department of
Astronomy,
of Cape Town, South Africa. His
research specialty is observational cosmology-the large
scale structure of the universe. He is also Planetarium
Museum.
Director at the South
18

scenes are
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around the base of the dome. The
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is prlDlelctea
of the dome so
is minimal.
We
the scene at the OhC:C>T"T~tOT"iT
the camera around
level base. We
50mm lens
to match the amount of
used in our "" .. "'+0,,,,,,,
between frames.
of the scene,
where the camera has
there is substantial oVlerlaD--i)ut
the ........ '.................... '. . ,
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process to
results in a loss in definition. Hr'''I:AH:n:n:.'I''
are projected, without any
aV'Dalrenit, but it is nec:eSSa1~
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Figure 1: A twelve-projector panorama
To compensate for the distortion from

1'I1"I'UPI""tH1' CT

at an

slide mount to keep the line of the
horizontal.
Masks to define the
of the scene and with sides
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··....
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very much deeper into space. One might dream of being
able to switch from a conventional planetarium projector
to a sort of super star projector that might throw up say a
million star images, with great concentration towards the
Milky Way. Then, perhaps to an extragalactic projector to
show the universe outside our Milky Way-the realm of
the galaxies! Then something to show the distribution of
galaxies on the very largest-scale-a sort of cosmos projector. And perhaps eventually to a cosmic microwave background projector, but with the microwaves represented as
visible light. Nice but hardly practical-there are projectors than can go beyond the naked-eye view, but no manufacturer has yet produced extragalactic projector.
The next best thing is a six-projector all-sky system
(Villard and Zirpoli 1983), working with Gothic-arch
masks in front of the wide-angle lenses, so that six panels
are fused into a single scene over the whole dome. Such
systems can, in theory, produce whatever one wants. We
have used ours to create a sequence, as suggested above,
where one moves further and further out into the universe,
and further back into time, culminating in the cosmic
microwave background. We have then been able to explain
the significance of the recently-discovered fluctuations.
The initial all-sky scene in this sequence works in conjunction with the star projector. It enhances the Milky Way and
displays nearer galaxies and clusters of galaxies. To do so,
it must work in register with the star projector; yet the star
projector has to be lowered enough so not to obstruct the
all-sky views (see Figure 2). The solution was to orient the
star projector so that only one of its two star globes was
required and could be set uppermost-i.e. set for either
north or south pole. Our preference is obviously for the

southern sky, which we feel contains much more interesting features than its northern counterpart!
However, the optical view of the sky does not encompass all of modern research. One might
infra-red sky, radio sky, X-ray sky and so on.
ventional planetarium projectors cannot provide
all-sky projectors can. For now, detailed views are not
readily available. In the case of the radio sky, the most
detailed all-sky views have a resolution of 51 arc-min. But
a new survey of the southern sky produced at ....u .• v .... ~;;;"
University in South Africa (using the Hartesbeshoek radio
telescope) has a resolution of 20 arc-min. The
nearly 90% complete and will cover all of the
hemisphere of the sky, except within 10 degrees of the
South Celestial Pole. The radio view is presented in false
colour to enhance structures and contrasts. The Milky Way
dominates but, for example, the nearest active galaxy,
Centaurus A, is also conspicuous. Justin Jonas at Rhodes
University is adapting his computer graphics to produce a
version for the six-projector all-sky system. We look forward to being able to dissolve from optical sky to radio
sky, and with it to lead our audiences into another fascinating realm of astronomical research!
0
bI'V ..4 U•• '........

Reference
Villard R., and Zirpoli, D., The Planetarian, 12, #2, pp 7-9
(1983).

This paper was first delivered at the Great Lakes Planetarium
Association meeting in Youngstown Ohio in October 1991.
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6·PROJECTOR ALL-SKY SYSTEM

Figure 2: A six-projector all-sky system
is worked in conjunction and in register with the southern sky produced by
the Minolta star projector.

STAR PROJECTOR WORKING IN REGISTER
WITH All-SKY SCENE

PROJECTOR
SUGHTL Y LOWERED
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ularization of astronomical
among
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and
articles and research
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Then Director Dennis Milbraudt eX1Jressed.
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Rather

activity in
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and science museums offer a
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educate
public about these
problems. The professional astronomy
community, however,
sense protect
has seldom made full
protection of .....
use of this seemingly
natural pairing. What about a mucli.. farger issue:
is the solution?
environment, inc{uaing near-T,artli
One answer is the
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), a non-profit ure 1 shows the lights of Los
~s no light
organization founded to serve the public as well as the Wilson in 1908. Note that
astronomy community through information, education, (on the middle-right horizon), and very little from
and research on light pollution and related topics. The Moruca or Pasadena (at lower center). Old Los
IDA is a source of printed information, slides, and speak- downtown Los Angeles now. The ....... '......."'..." ..................."'"
ers concerning light pollution and other threats to observatories.1
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Daniel K. Brocious is the Public Information Officer for the
Smithsonian Institution's Fred Lawrence Whipple
Observatory in Amado, Arizona. He also has an adjunct
appointment to the Multiple Mirror Telescope Observatory. A
public lecturer and writer on astronomy topics, his special
interests are archaeoastronomy and protection of observatory
environments. He holds degrees from Arizona State
University and the University of Arizona.
Dr. David L. Crawford is a staff astronomer at the National
Optical Astronomy Observatories Kitt Peak site in Tucson,
Arizona. Executive
of
International Dark-Sky
in educating people around
of
pollution. He is
American Astronomical
Pollution and Radio
North
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beaches are said to be gas lighting on horse-drawn trolleys.
The sky was dark at Mount Wilson in those days, which is
one reason astronomers decided to build the world's
largest telescope (the 100-inch Hooker reflector) there during the next decade.

many individual light fixtures one can see
not blended together). That means the
directly from the fixture to the camera. It is not
being used to increase safety, security, or
it is just wasted. Clearly there can be a vast ;1'YIn"l't",'u~)1'YI,pni
in the quality of lighting in our communities.
has driven into a city at night has seen the urban
long before getting dose to the city. Even more
km away, cities are evident by their sky glow on
zon.
Figure 3 shows the U.S. at night and an embarrassment
of wasted energy. "Light pollution" is light wasted
upward into the night sky, providing no usefulng.nnlng.
the U.s., the cost of this misdirected light can be conservatively calculated to be more than $1.5 billion .................,. . .
In terms of environmental costs-U,S.
burn nearly 6,000,000 tons of coal to generate
so wasted. Imagine what this translates to in terms
avoidable air pollution, acid rain and
on
non-renewable fuels. It is a global problem.
This striking image (Figure 4) of the "Earth at
a mosaic of satellite images produced by Dr.
van of the University of Washington. It offers a
concerns for the planet: squid fishing in the Sea
fires from slash and burn agriculture in Africa
America; gas flares in the Persian Gulf, and UpllgJ1t
poorly designed outdoor lighting. Where there are .........."'1-'" .... ,
there is light. An entire exhibit could be designed around
this single image.
Light pollution has cost us the night sky-city and
urban dwellers have lost sight of most of the universe. The
dark
spectacular view of the sky offered our ancestors
dear nights no longer exists.
We can
Visualize the night sky as seen in a typical
only make out the brightest stars.
people who grow up in the
never be able to see the
the dim stars that make up
constellations. From a darker
see many more stars, and the
is easily visible with its gas, dust
and multitudes of stars.
Think how easily this contrast can be
show by using a planetarium pr()lector
and the house lights to show
stars
being overpowered.
Moving on to another region of the
spectrum,
-n.n'l:ATD1"nl

\...U.Il.UJlIU'};

Figure 2. The lights of Los Angeles, again from Mt. Wilson, in
mid-1988. Note the enormous urban growth since 1908. Studies
show that lighting grows even faster than population; much of it
is wasted light, serving only to light up the sky and actually to
reduce visibility at night.
Figure 2 shows Los Angeles, again from Mt. Wilson, in
mid-1988. Note the enormous urban growth since 1908.
Sttldies show that lighting grows even faster than population; much of it is wasted light, serving only to light up the
sky and actually to reduce visibility at night. Note the

How Much ....
omy Last?

Figure 3. The U.S. at night and an embarrassment of wasted energy. In the U.S., the
cost of this misdirected light can be conservatively calculated to be more than $1.5
billion annually.
Vol. 21, No.4, December 1992
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Win Radio Astron-

There are a staggering
uses allocated on the radio
electromagnetic spectrum. As radio
astronomer Gerrit Verschuur says,
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national

C£lr'1Jr1TlI • ..,. -1-", ... ,-",,-1-

window to the universe
drawn. 3
Orbital Debris

Figure 4. The HEarth at Night" is a mosaic of satellite images produced by Dr.
Woody Sullivan of the University of Washington. Where there are people, there is
light. An entire exhibit could be designed around this single image.
Credits: United States Air Force/DMSP Archives, National Snow & Ice Data Center, NOAA, University of
Colorado/Text & Image ©1985 W. T. Sullivan, II, University of Washington, Seattle. Poster Design & image processing
by Kerry Meyer/Poster©1986 Hansen Plaentarium, Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A.

Radio astronomers observe in the radio frequency part of
the spectrum, but there are many people who would like to
use those same radio bands for other purposes. Some of the
more obvious groups with an interest are the communications industry, the military and NASA.
Countless radio transmitters already operate on
our planet, some for satellite communications,
some for military communications, some for TV
and FM or AM broadcast radio. There are many
other users such as radiotelephones, taxis, the
National Guard, commercial airliners, private
planes, navigation satellites, military satellites,
and even your local radio-dispatched plumber. All
want to use part of the radio band. However, any
radio transmitter is a potential threat to radio
astronomy. The problem of unwanted radio interference is already acute.
A radio signal leaking from a communications
satellite can destroy hours of astronomical observation. To the radio astronomer such a signal
appears as a flashbulb might to an optical
astronomer trying to take a photograph of a distant galaxy. The air waves, a natural resource, are
increasingly being commandeered by those who
wish to exploit the radio frequency spectrum for
commercial or military purposes. Radio
astronomers feel this takeover very keenly, and
although they have a voice in the World
Administrative Radio Conference, which recommends on matters regarding the use of the radio
quency spectrum by various services, radio
astronomers suffer from a weakness in their lobbying
power. This is due, in part, to their having neither
24
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Figure 5. As human
sponding "shell"
debris orbiting the
space missions.

nr""17111"1

Credit: Smithsonian News Service Illustration courtesy of the European Space Agency.
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Vol.

have had observations marred
from satellites and other
chunks
in front
of telescopes.
powered
measurements made
high energy astrophysics observatories.
Given the vastness of space, do such
issues
merit serious attention?
An unequivocal and
"yes" is the answer
from astronomer
van den
of Canada's
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory. "Twenty-five
ago, who would have
we could
oceans?" he queries.
The
is already serious. The U. S. Space
mand's Space Surveillance Center at
Colorado, tracks more than 7,300 orbiting objects, 10 em or
more in diameter. About 1,600 of these are satellites, of
which only 300 are active. Nearly
else is
or subsequent ..., . . ", ............ ..,"'.
from rocket
Debris in space
more debris as
collide and
further fragment. The
of
point where NASA and the
Space
have
each formed working groups to reduce the amount of
~ebris placed in orbit.
Many smaller objects orbit the Earth as well (Figure 6).
The U. S. General Accounting Office recently
more than 3.5 million pieces of artificial junk,
from
deceased satellites to flecks of
orbiting Earth. But
traveling at 10 km/ sec, even a paint fleck has the impact of
a bowling ball going at Mach 1. The report says there is a
36% chance of debris connecting with a vital component of
space station Freedom
its 30-year lifetime.
The space shuttle flights seem especially vulnerable.
The Shuttle Endeavor suffered a minor hit on its maiden
flight. In
1983, a
fleck
struck the windshield of the Space Shuttle Challenger,
leaving a 6.5-mm
pit. NASA contends the
is

an interstellar
C'~T1rn...,.i-r.1rn '],h,.., of threats to
era!'
Planetaria and science museums
..:>VJl ............ the word that not
enviroriments 1n"1,nn'1"t"'~n'l"
economic and environmental
""7,OM;rA14ID The IDA is a resource
References:
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6.
an
rocket
in space,
the pieces fragment over time. This illustration shows that fragmentation over a four-year
Low Earth
say,

Notes:
1 International
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contains more than
more
third of an inch in
than 4 inches. Objects as small as a
Credit: Smithsonian News Service Illustration courtesy
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Stars,
James B. Kaler, W. H. Freeman and
Company, New York, 1992 ISBN 0-71675033-3.

Reviewed by Wayne Wyrick, Kirkpatrick Planetarium,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Dr. Kaler first describes what
about stars. While he relies
observe in detail--our Sun-he relates
what data we can
brightness, magnetic
and Int,em;uv
tral lines tell us that other stars
Sun's eleven-year SUnS1JOt
From observations of
cal theories, Kaler takes us into
careful to
out that current tneon4es
explain, or even
prime
of this lack of
v" .............. ..
some detail
solar neutrino PrlJUA,t:lll.
to find faults with this book.
,",-A.'V

a
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of
also grew up as an
never lost interest
most ",nllnU::%hliP
non-technical
astronomers have a rather ... ...,'......._a .... '._ UJ.lU.~ .. "' ..... ' ' ' ..... 'u.M
most
This is
true. As Dr. Kaler says, lilt
seems the
time we can
that we understand' stars
is if we do not look too
careful to dis~ &. between what is
based on available evidence and
The book
with an
of stars. This is the weakest
of
has little to do
I

... A.h ..... ....

grasp
would
readers wouldn't
The

V1I"I,('\Ul'1I"I

Reviewed
Missouri.
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To the aw[uenoe,

has become a
now follows

January 8,
the three ...............
~n1nn:J'D1".~~ ....
death of GallIeo Galilei. At age twenty-one,
on his graduate studies at Canlbridge,
was diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), or motor
neuron disease, most commonly known in America as Lou
Gehrig's disease. The disease, than as now, was incurable,
and prospects for
to
even to
his
He has lived now more than
studies, were
half his life with ALS. Unusual or
be-and the
uu.
.I. ........ l.H
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In their ~XIJla.n(U:lUIl::;
tific cosmology, the authors
indeed
are good. '-' ...... v .. " .......
ductively as a
clearer in some
Hawking's own account. And
events and theories within the context
of knowledge (and «";:H.lUclj.J'1
If they are inept, as
are, in trp::IhrHY
these sections can be
",-'V"'UV,,,,A
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er. The
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fusion of value with
Hawking
cause and
have a queer habit of ........... ..,u...
heels, until he becomes at last a starlet
White and Gribbin
exhibit a nls,tn:>m.c,
graduate
at times to engage in half-informed
discussions of
and science in
their
and best avoided.
ing is only a
While it is not essential to consider or to address the
potential
for established
gion,
F-,

retJU1:atllon comes of his work in
theoretical
relativity with quantum physics to
a convincing, highly sophisticated
model of the
universe. He is a cosmologist. Widelyknown for his best-selling book A Brief History of Time
(which to date has sold more than ten million copies
worldwide, in
languages), Hawking's importance,
at least
lies in his work on black holes, continuing
asr)ects of
relativity that had languished until the
mid-1960s. That Einstein's equations predicted the exisand such
tence of black
of extreme
.... vu..... u~, not even light, could
a flaw in the theory.
could not
especially in a stable
universe, one without (at least scientifically) beginning or
end. This was the
cosmological model at the
was called the
theory.
with the mathematician and

chimed with a cmnpIetelV
at first rlCJ>1ri';:1'U&>llu
verse,
to the
time and
time are finite in
The universe
expansion (the explosion or "big
As White and Gribbin

seen."

David H.
..............vua, 1991 ISBN 0-8165-1148-9
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In the very early Universe, at the time of the explosion of
the primeval atom, there was no outside" for the fragments of the explosion to move into. Space was tightly
wrapped around itself, so that the cosmic egg was a completely self-contained ball of matter, energy, space and
time. It was, indeed, a superdense black hole. It is still a
black hole-the only difference is that, by expanding, it
1/
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William
was born on a
':lI.,.""", ....... ' of 1906. He discovered the ninth
the
of t-'uron't-'T_t-n11r
does one do for an encore?
answers these questloI1S
reader with a
a'~"'n .......
one of the most Sl~;mltlc(mt
Based on extensive interviews with
""'-'I.Uli.LU, .....

and~
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paints a vibrant portrait of Clyde
also conducted months of intense research in
vaults and libraries of many historic observatories to
unearth additional support materials
Tombaugh's many and varied discoveries.

and the circumThe book exp~lorles
man
Kansas t'o become an
stances that
a
observatory assistant at Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff,
,v .... "', in January of 1929. Hired specifically to expose
photC)graPhlC plates for the fourth trans-Neptunian
it wasn't long before he was responsible for
aSt)eC1ts of the
Pluto was found after less than
of searching, but what many people don't realize is
the planet search and its related observations continued for another thirteen years.
Levy includes a very personal and detailed account of
the actual discovery and the events surrounding it; how
the search was carried out, Clyde's emotions, the actions of
others at the observatory, the announcement, and the
aftermath.
And while another planet was not discovered after
Pluto, Mr. Tombaugh kept very thorough records about
P'UI"1"'u'fhlnO" he observed. He cataloged thousands of asterand
He soon realized that if he
plCluea the positions of all those thousands of
that
he would begin to get an idea about how the Universe was
laid out. Clyde Tombaugh was one of the first to "see" the
large scale structure of the Universe; clusters and superclusters of galaxies, bubbles, walls, and voids.
In the mid-forties Tombaugh spoke with Edwin Hubble
about his observations but could not dissuade him from
his belief in the uniform distribution of matter throughout
some years before Tombaugh's
the Universe. It would
picture would be confirmed and accepted.
While he is best known as the discoverer of the ninth
planet, Mr. Tombaugh went on to develop new methods of
gatnerlng optical
and
data for the
at the
Sands Missile
the 1950s. For
this he was inducted into the Missile
of Fame
along with Werner von Braun in 1980. He also went on to
astronomy and physics at New
serve as a professor
Mexico State University.
In
of
J. .........
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cially teachers as they vre:orure
as th~ annular ec.lio~;e
1994.
The autJ10rS

.........1 ........." "...

more.
The

n., Four
1991 ISBN 0-02-735776-7
-..:JI1Ui..II../i.IUI...

sage advice as,
tion, that thy
to
job!"
I have always
as interested
in astronomy as in
.... u .• v ...,F. ... there are a few places where
Discoverer of Planet Pluto gets a little technical and strays
slightly from the personal history, this is a good, solid
win make very enjoyable reading for
astron.omlV enthusiasts and
general public alike.

Sumerians.
Rather than rehashmg

Totality: Eclipses of the Sun, by Mark Littmann
and Ken Willcox, University of Hawaii
1991 ISBN
V-UO .._'"XU' .... LlI
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could well end up reaWI1lg the whole volume,
for the
of the
In these days of growing
awareness of other
this book is a
gem.

Teach Your Child Science, by Michael Shermer,
Lowell House, Los Angeles, 1989 ISBN 0929923-08-1

astronomical eX1Jla:natlofas
to cOJ1.1Unctl0I1S
the past
Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars. After rea.UlI1lg
may have to
my pla.ne·tar:mro'
hundred planetariums already
ac(~orljin.g
on the back cover of the book.
The 7 BC conjunction was first pr~OP()se:d.
Star of Bethlehem almost four .... ",........ ·...""ru
famed astronomer ,'V ................... ., . .' .... ~
computers, astronomers have found several other COlllunctions that might fit the bill and are in fact more SP4~ctliCtlllaI
than the one Kepler discovered. In
and 1 elesoope
Roger W. Sinnott
that a dose
between Jupiter and Venus on
2 BC
been the star that the book of Matthew describes.
to the naked
planets were so close
merged into one ........
p;,
sunset in Babylon and
One needs more than a
order to unravel the 'I"YlI'l.1ct'...... '
been. This book is a o.el[alJleo.
in the Roman world at the time
was
not an
book to
sit down and read because
profusion historical facts.
One of the reasons that the event in 7 BC
favored by scholars is the Id.t:~ntI.hGltl(m
that
shortly
occurring in 4 BC. Martin nll"l:>I;:!.tOntc! rrn'l.'U1nr'ln
that favors an eclipse in 1 BC.
A lot of infor:mation is pn~sente~d
beliefs of the
people of that
Martin notes:
IV . . .

Reviewed by April Whitt, Adler Planetarium, Chicago,
Illinois.
Children seem to be natural scientists. Born full of
curiosity and questions, they want to know everything.
Here's a book for all the people on the receiving end of
science questions. Science is a game for understanding
the world, played by special rules called the scientific
method," writes Michael Shermer. Aimed toward helping
parents teach their children, teachers, caregivers, and
museum educators will find useful ideas here, too. And'
the clear, well-written examples he gives are the best parts
of the book.
In the first section, the author discusses getting excited
about science. Readers are introduced to the rules of the
game (among them: Honesty Is The Best Policy, Don't
Take Another Person's Word For Something-Check It
Out Yourself, and Scientists Admit When They're Wrong).
There's also an excellent presentation of what science isn't.
A list of pseudoscientific topics and a list of questions to
ask about those ideas provide tools for teachers and parents to help kids sort through the world around them.
The second section describes "3-D Science", hands-on
projects you can do at home. Most of these use simple
materials found around most homes or schoolrooms:
rubber bands, magnifying glasses, and the usual lightbulb-and-tennis-balls for lunar phases and eclipses. The
astronomy section of experiments contains a half dozen
demonstrations to show how the phenomena work.
(Presumably the questioner has already observed something that led to the question.)
Bibliographies for adults and children, and lists of
museums to visit, round out the book. Throughout,
are sections for
to read, followeCl
suggested
explanations to give a child. I would recommend this book
to anyone who wants good ideas
teaching science in
general.
1/
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Whether one
rums
events in this
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The Star that Astonished the World, by Dr.
Ernest L. Martin, ASK Publications, Portland,
1991 ISBN 0-945657-88-9
Reviewed by David Weinrich, Moorhead State University
Planetarium, Moorhead, Minnesota
We'ml'Jlch, Moorhead
Every year hundreds of planetariums nr"'CD1"f- prosn-ams
on the Star of Bethlehem. The traClUllOnal
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Some of the information that makes for an inten~st].ng;
Lanlet,lnllm program on the
won't be found in
"' .......r.n'..... """'·u textbooks.
.......
one of the categC)rtl~S
of
classifies this book is
more. It can be an
referastronomy, it has
ence book to add new life to
star shows.
have
up and told stories
what they saw in the night sky.
the same
Our
fascinates us and we also tell stories about the
stories may have different titles, like Star Trek or Star Wars,
but they continue to have earthly meanings. Dr. Krupp
puts it well when he writes:
A.VULh ....

Reviewed

Alinda

Today's stories about the sky, like tlwse of the anc'lenj~s,
are actually about the earth .... The stories we now tell
about the universe do what the old sky tales did. They
help tell us who we think we are, where we think we are
going and what we think is the
thing to do.
\.1nlOUl~n this book is not as cmnprell.erlSi"e as Richard
Allen's Star Names-Their Lore and Meaning, or Gertrude
and
Jobes' Outer
Myths, Na,me Meanings,
Calendars-From the
History to the Present
it is much more
and contains astronomical conwith the stories. For example, in the
ter Around the
" seven
are devoted to a
d.e~;cnptlon, with
the reasons for the

Salem witchcraft trials in
which resulted in nineteen
the same class as other kinds of sUlpel~stitions.
U";;«;U"U"',
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describes seven differfrom formula tales
re~~an::lIng our ancestors'

reminds us that" about
believe that it is
that at
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meteorite. From Meteorites:
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CustomMulti-Media

Control Systems
ScreenMaster & ScreenMaster p.c., VC-12 Video Controller,
and SMPTE Stepper, for total control of your media systems.

Effects Projectors
Rotating Planets & Planet Chords, Meteor Showers,
Emulators, Scene Machines, All-Sky Sytems and Effects.

Show Kits
"Bear Tales and Other Grizzly Stories ': "Daughter ofthe
More exciting shows in production now.

Production Facilities
Original artwork by staff artist Joe Tucciarone.
using our in house recording studio and

Audio VisualEquipment
Representing Major A/V Manufacturers:
Wiko Lamps, Panasonic, Jve, Tascam/Teac,

Sound & Lighting Design
Experienced, professional designers and
on
to ensure
highe.st quality in your acoustic and luminous environment.

Laser Systems
Multi-color portable laser systems that produce high quality'
graphics animation are available at affordable lease or lease/purchase rates

1-800-JHE-59 0

are "<;U.J~A "1"1
scale is a rn"'""\"iPTn
aS1:rOlnOlmy and it is
use the
to learn of an alternative
Pierce.
A ... "'•

Although it may be hard to believe after seeing the
superb facilities and spectacular scenery at Snowbird in
the mountains outside Salt Lake City, IPS '92 was a working conference and much valuable information was
exchanged between all participants. The education workshop chaired by our secretary Katherine Becker and me
proved no exception to this and I would like to give a
short report of the event.
Unfortunately my notes and several other items got
mislaid on the long journey home to Armagh so I am
going mainly on memory for my reconstruction. If I overlook any participant please be assured that it was an unintentional oversight as all contributors and contributions
were most appreciated and found to be most valuable.
Like our conference, the workshop was international in
scope and I for one was glad to see the southern hemisphere well represented. In order to cater for numbers the
workshop was repeated and some participants stayed to
repeat their contribution for
benefit of the newcomers.
If you were one of these contributors please accept
(although rather belated) my special thanks.
The workshop was
much a bring-your-own-idea'
affair and although both Katherine and I had prepared
something, we then had to trust to the Gods (or rather the
Planetarians) for other contributions. Thankfully we were
not disappointed and I was amazed not only at the quality
of presentations but at the trouble some people took to
bring along with them their often bulky accessories.
It was very pleasant to see that aU age and ability
ranges were catered for from university students to primary children. The
of some methods for disabled
children was also touched on briefly.
Naturally no contributor was trying to teach aStTOllOiny
to any other of his colleagues. Rather the focus was on
ideas to the pupils.
different methods used to convey
I must mention Bob Riddle the Project Starwalk director
several
from Peoria Illinois. Bob brought
sources and foam
on sticks. He
proceeded to
discuss how to demonstrate the
and
of
Venus using this
In our
of high-tech
etaria etc., it is all too easy to denigrate and pour scorn on
people for such low-tech arm waving.' This is of course

.::> ........

System
represent the tH(lnE~ts.
pared were
advantage
when you have HUJ.:-:'ll,t::U
System'.
The ,,,rrn"v'chnn
Solar

""T,!:!i-&lln1

illustrate!
Lonny
son Planetarium in San
'Teachers Packs' and had several saxnples
soon scooped up
the
few.
Our southern hemlSPJne]~e
felt with an intlere:stUllg p:res~~nt,atlcm

sit in a
seat and
al while various metal arches
attracted the child in the most interactive

We had another southern hemlSPJneI~e n~Pl~eSlenltat]lVe
Tony Fairall from La'pet:O"'Tn
reassure us that

to work out
the moon.

see
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JOURNEY INTO THE THRILLING DIMENSION OF

Sensational Full Dome 3 - D Experience

•

Utilizing Lasers & New Chroma Depth Technology

Far the first time in a damad theeter images "POP"
aff tha screen and are suspended in mid-air!
Audio Visual Imagineering. Inc.
7953 Twist Lane

•

Springfield, VA 22153

For further information contact Joanne McCullough at (703) 569-7646

Fax (703) 569- 9780
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38 Turner
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pulsar
meridian
Gemini
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can be attached to

*
*
** aa 6" Astrophysics refractor
($2000)
* an IBM cornpcltlb'le
solar demos, and to run a CCD camera
* video record and playback
* LOTS of
and line
* a satellite on the museum
N ... rn?"'\U'I",:::>1I"

Virginia Living
"1£~"''''''_'''''''''iI" News,
Opening the Dome" addresses strategies and logistics
for conducting active, aggressive real sky observation programs as adjuncts to planetarium shows.
1/

the NASA Select ..................._. .,

*

*
Last June, the South Eastern Planetarium Association
held its annual conference at Roper Mountain Science
Center in South Carolina, Rick Greenawald, hosting. The
Roper Mountain facility has a wonderful observatory facility ably run by Planetarian Doug Gegan - more about that
in a future column.
Highlighted at the conference were video astronomy
workshops aimed at the novice (me.) There's a lot about
this video and CCD stuff I don't understand, so I'm going
to write about it with the view in mind that many of you
are in the same situation, and we'llieam together. If you
already know all about video and CCD applications, then
why are you reading this article when you could be out
crisping" and" stretching" a few Messier objects?
We'll start with a conversation that began at that workshop.

like it!" ~~~A,.,_ prot:eS1:ed).
George told me that the 11
Lumicon
moon, useful when
also for showing the
lunar eclipse. The
in the Panasonic ...... "'....
the result is a 44x
which takes
the video monitor.

UIV ........_v
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*
"Psst! Hey, buddy," George Fleenor leaned over and
whispered, "wanna buy a good second-hand Panasonic
telescope videocamera system cheap?"
Typical Fleenor, I thought. That hot Florida weather
had finally driven him balmy.
"Why should I want something you guys down at the
Bishop Planetarium are trying to get rid of?" I sneered.
"What kind of a spherical aberration do you take me for
anyway?"
A couple of years ago, I would have jumped at. the offer.
But of course, a couple of years means a LOT when video
and CCD technology is exploding like Seyfert galaXies.
What George, Planetarium Director John Hare and the
Bradenton, Florida planetarium staff had was a system
that could bring in pretty good cc;>lor or negative video
images of the sun, moon and planets. What they want is a
more advanced videocamera for the bright objects, plus a
state-of-the-art CCD camera and computer system that can
get them the really faint things, like Pluto or the Sombrero
Galaxy. Hence, George's desire to unload his Panasonic.
Actually, Bishop Planetarium's current setup is a lot
better than many of us have (me, for instance):
A Panasonic Digital 5000 videocamera ($1,000), which

*

44

George Fleenor with the 6-inch
er system, Lynx CCD system, and Panasonic camem.
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One thing George had done was to attach one end of a
chain to the videocamera body, and the other end to the
scope mount. "Yeah, you only want to drop that thing
once, and then you learn .. ," he said.
Of course, the Panasonic is too big and heavy to attach
to a beam splitter at the end of the main ocular. And
there's another problem with the Panasonic - at lunar
eclipse totality, the moon completely disappears - the dark
red disc is too faint to register on the camera's 6 lux minimum threshold level.
George wants to get a GBC videocamera to replace the
Panasonic. The walkman-sized GSC, which sells for
around $500, is a lot more light-sensitive - 0.02 lux. The
GBC also has built-in brightness and contrast levels, which
means that a cross-polarizing filter (for stopping down
bright moon images, for instance) won't be necessary.
"We'll still play around with the filter, though," George
said, "It's nice to have a lot of options."
The heat and humidity of west coast Florida are also
providing another test of the durability of the computer
system they've installed. At some point in the near future,
they should get a Lynx CCD camera/image processor
(you've seen a lot of Lynx-generated amateur photos
showing up in Sky & Tel lately). They'll hook the Lynx up
to the computer, which will be great for capturing still
images of very faint objects. Of course, the GBC videocamera will still be needed for viewing solar prominences,
flares, and eclipses of the sun and moon in real time.
The beauty of a CCD system is that in just a few minutes you can obtain an image that would have taken an
hour-long exposure with an ordinary camera. That's very
important when you consider the difficulties of tracking an
object for extended periods of time. And with a beam splitter in place, observatory visitors can still look through the
eyepiece at the same time (thus satisfying those of us who
enjoy that little bit of serendipity, or lithe cosmic peepshow," as one of our colleagues put it).
The Bishop folks have run line feeds throughout the
museum building, not just confining themselves to the
observatory dome and the planetarium theater's video
projector. There's a line out to their second floor science
demonstration theater's big-screen TV for instance (useful
for major sky events as well as daily stuff).
George explained: A few years ago when we were
putting in the line, we decided to run it down the whole
length of the building, making it cheap and easy to expand
the service anytime and anywhere we wanted sinlply by
splicing off new terminals. That proved beneficial when
we ran it into the demo theater, and we expect we'll stub
out to classrooms and the lobby soon-we'll be able to
project the same image everywhere."
Having solar images, for instance, appearing on TV
screens at select museum locations throughout the day is a
good idea too, if your observatory can't be available to visitors because of lack of staff or volunteers. The present
Bishop Observatory schedule only allows for public visitation on Saturdays, from 11:30 am - 1 pm; and on Friday

and Saturday evenings from 9 .. 10. With
tracking automatically, all
hookup is in place is to aim
tor it from time to time.
George stressed that what
mentary, and that they
costs of the next generation
the near future. In the next Utlenim£
look at a system that's
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Figure 1
dome-strut climbing with a safety harness to get the job
done! (By the way, this. provided a strong motivation for
using LEDs rather than grain-of-wheat lamps since we
didn't want the hassle of having to change burned-out
grain-of wheats later).
The
challenge concerned the actual attachment of
the LEDs to the outer dome surface. The LEDs needed to
be aligned with an appropriate dome perforation and
aimed toward the dome interior while permanently
mounted on an outer panel surface-without defacing the
cosmetics of the inner dome. And the LEDs also
to
relatively easy for a person to mount on the outer dome
or levitating (we can
surface while standing,
as a couple of stories or
always wish, can't we?) as
so above the floor.
we came up with a
To satisfy these
design for a specia} "LED attachment pad," complete with
LED, an adhesion base,
alignment holes, current limiting resistor,
wiring terminals (see Figure 1).
The bases of the
(whose undersides serve
X
were fashioned from 1 1
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the Fine Points

There are a handful of details worth C0I1Sl(lerJl1lg aUI1n2
this
are:

ae:Slgnea to limit the current

termInal.s, note that the
lens is the
cm:noa.e. This orientation is
to notice early-on as
must be bent to a sharp
angle.oe][lQ]mg
90 degrees one way and then the
to correct your
mistake can overstress and even break the leads. (By the
of longyou'll want to bend the leads using two
nose or
since
stressing the
too close to
LED case can damage the
innards of the device.)
".n. ..... ~,.. the Pad Invisible. The pelrtoratlOflS
.AV ....

reason, it is 11""1f\n..,.....f-~lnfblacken both the bottom and the sides of the
be visible when
onto
area
You'll be surprised how those '""" ...............,...... innocuous pads
will
as "blemishes" in prc~lected Im,ag4;~s as the light
..,.".,"'01"'+"'.". will shoot into the dome
and reflect

the device paicKCigl:ng,
cu:rrent, you can
resistors.
MlUl<ang Your Reference Points.
simply use the comers of

suspended in
sure to paint / ink the
before
oalflte'Q LEDs
transmit much in the
the Resistor Value. The resistor is
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marks positions. A laser pOJmt~~r
will be of tremendous
ladder, the person inside
at one of
slide na:sn-fficlrKS.
even at
Once
of you has climbed to the area of

inb~re~;t,

moved "blind" on the outer dome while the person inside
watches and directs. Once the
is
with the hash-mark in
a good-sized "X" is made
in its
with a
marker-large enough to
make it
seen when mounting LEDs later. For estabat least two hashslide positions, it's best to
marks for each projector or
set since only one
mark is insufficient for
slide tilt". For other
types of projector positionings, you can judge whether one
or more LEDs will be needed.
Alignment Pad Mounting. We found that silicone
adhesive/ sealant is a good choice for this application since
it bonds well yet is long-lasting and resilient, and it comes
in a several colors, including
which is what you'll
need. The thickness of the silicone layer is critical, however, since too thin an adhesive layer will fail to provide an
adequate bond, while too thick a layer will cause some of
the material to squeeze through the dome perforations,
forming little black "worms", which resemble a "smudge"
from the audience's perspective. We found that a layer
about one millimeter thick was a good compromise.
be careful when placing the pad against the dome as too
much pressure will push some silicone through the perforations. If you're reluctant to perform this step out of fear
that you'll be unable to correct a mistake, conduct a couple
tests" near the base of the dome in an area
of
which is easily accessible from inside the planetarium
chamber. That way you can make a mistake or two and fix
them before doing the real thing higher up.
One drawback to the silicone is that, on its own, it
won't hold the pad in position before it sets up (which
takes at least a couple of hours). In other words, the pad
will tend to slide down the dome before the adhesive
starts to dry. For this reason, you must use a couple of
pieces of tape (preferably the black masking variety, since
it can't be seen during any intervening shows) placed
across the top of the
and onto the dome on either side,
during drying. However, make
to hold the pad in
sure to press the tape onto the pad before gluing the pad to
the dome, as pressure on the
during pad mounting
will compress the
against the silicone layer-squeezadhesive through the perforations. The tape can be
pulled off after the silicone is fully dry, which takes about
24 hours. In addition, when applying the adhesive to the
pad, make sure to
it at least 1/ 4-inch or so away from
the LED and alignment holes. You certainly don't want to
come this far only to squeeze black silicone over the lens of
the LED during mounting.
Wiring Connections. Although the LEDs are low-current devices, and therefore could be connected via smallgauge wire, the need for an "invisible" black jacketing led
us to use standard 18-gauge zip cord. The ribbing found
on one of the cord's conductor insulation jackets also
serves as a polarity indicator (a necessary attribute since
LEDs won't function with reversed polarity). Just make
sure to establish a convention as to which q)nductor jacket
/I

mount
any additional risks.
side of caution when nel~mla{:rn.g
have a non-tilted
able to
h r...... '"
.rII . . ' ....

access most of the dome
ing the ladder to whatever azimtlth,M1CK:atlOn
ed. He can now change ;:'U't:C1J!I..'t:l,;:'
time.) However, if there is
can complete this
a professional rigger to do the \. AUcAllV,IlUJ',
altogether.
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Regretfully, I am writing this as my last President's
Message. Much has happened since my first Message of
March 1991, and I certainly did not foresee that I would
not be in the
business at the time of this last
prlote~ssjlon experiences
in
and staff positions.
in this time of economic upheaval, staff
reductions or even closure of facilities cause this. We
that and,
to think about reallze
we could
the loss of our position of
employment. Many,
because
and
othof a dedication to the
ers about the wonders of the universe.
I know that I'm not the first to be sut>lected
believe to be pOliti.cal
•
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After notification of
president, I received a ro~"""""'''''''''·''''
by the director of
information at
Grand Prairie Board of Education in
became aware of a discussion about the plC:1me~ta1iu:m
had been initiated by the su~)enmh~ndLent
tive council meeting in
next year were initiated.
I was notified in the summer of 1989 that the v,,,uU;:.~aA.JlG
urn would become a half-day
and that
assume additional classroom teacru.ng
principal also instructed me opll:1mlze
ule by presenting the same ~"""nMl"~~
levels visiting the plcmetariurfl.
this was a directive
This was a bitter
of recent events in
student
superintendent added two administrative staff poslt],OnS,
both filled
from the town of the sUlperinten~
dents last
With these new staff
members
also F. ....,u.OC.,..
Prairie Schools.

0:::: . . . . ., . . , , " -
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Around 11 :00 a.m. on June 12, 1992, the day after a
board meeting in which a local citizen, a certified public
accountant and acquaintance of mine, addressed the board
of education criticizing the superintendent and expressing
concern about the Texas Education Agency's financial
audit and the district attorneys investigation, the assistant
superintendent of personnel notified me by telephone that
I had been reassigned from the planetarium to a middle
school. The principal there assigned me to teach sixth
grade science and eighth grade mathematics. At that time I
did not know whether the planetarium would remain
open or its services discontinued.
After questions raised by some citizens in public meetings and in the local newspaper about the future of the
planetarium, a teachers aide who previously worked in an
elementary school library was assigned to South Grand
Prairie High School as planetari urn manager / library
aide." That aide stated in a local newspaper article that she
has no background but "some interest in astronomy." She
is the wife of one of our central administrators.
So, what have I been doing with my time lately? I, and
representatives from the teachers union, have gone
through three levels of grievance proceedings, the last
resulting in a board- level hearing at a board meeting
which lasted until near midnight. The first two levels were
heard by school administrators who, of course, upheld my
reassignment as "in the best interest of the district." The
school board upheld the administrative decisions with a
vote of five to two.
Due to the denial of my rights under the Texas Constitution (which guarantees to Texas citizens freedom of
speech and association) and for unfair and retaliatory
treatment, I have filed a suit for equitable and injunctive
relief and damages against the Grand Prairie Independent
School District superintendent of schools, both in his official and individual capacities, and the Board of Education,
both in their official and individual capacities (except the
two who voted for my reinstatement). The civil law suit
was filed October 6, 1992, in State District Court in Dallas
County, Texas. I have also filed a complaint against the
superintendent with the Teachers Professional Practices
Commission of Texas.
This is certainly not a comfortable situation to be in. I
wish that it could have been avoided, but for the sake of
others, as well as for my own sense of well being, I feel this
is the only action left to me. After thirty years in public
education, this is not how I had hoped to end my final
years as an educator and my final months as president of
the International Planetarium Society. After unsuccessfully
exhausting all local remedies, I have been left with no
other choice.
It is my sincere hope that no other educator in Grand
Prairie, the state of Texas, the United States, or anywhere
in the world will have to make professional decisions
based on fear, coercion, or intimidation. To do so degrades
the profession, humiliates the individual, and devastates
the educational process.
1/
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I carried out
As of the
effects, Grand Prairie In(lel)erla€~nt
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as set a
inside
tarium.

simple graphics. Ln~at]lnS!
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raising demonstrations in the plzmetariuln
ing descriptions of the n1",nO"·I"!:1IT"n
being requested, and even a
appear in the planetarium show
nal clock in the graphics OrC)QT,:}m
sequences within a show
is
without changing any of the other plalnetarimn
programs, as long as the total time of the
sequence remains the same.
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This paper was
at the International
Planetarium Society Conference in Salt Lake
1992.

My contribution was to ...
pupils'
of the nh~lct:)c
this is what we base our
looked at three
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Hans and surlDllnea
appeal in
may
contribution for this column. But if you have
why not send material to me at the above
share them with us
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since the Forum
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From time to time at various
conferences small
of
located
in the
suite, have been known to discuss
the need for a national
More formal
have even· been circulated . . . . 'VJU,~
interested
but
has ever come of
these discussions. For various reasons, a
of
which I will detail
I believe the time is
to
consider the formation of a
to represent the
the United States of
America.
would anyone want to add another level
~CJl.u
to
have our
societies which meet
we have the International Planetarium """...,.,,.,,."",,...'"
meets every two years, and
us informed with
The Planetarian. It seems that
another .nwo,M'~,... ~
JI. ..

. .u:.,a"'JlV"'A.
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the International Planetarium
and there are no
to
cooperation toward
common goals.
One
assume that I.P.S. should bear the
burden
as our national organization. The
fact of the matter is that I.P.S. will not. and can not
act as our national organization. I.P.S. is truly an
international organization, by design and in function.
It is composed of a number of regional and national
societies from all around the world. Its stated goal is
to open channels of communication among planetariums everywhere. Its purpose is not to promote planetariums in anyone
or to represent the
of any
in discussions with
ofj~arl1Z,aUons. Back when Jim Hooks was
known as the International
he
to
make contact with
in our federal government
who might have an interest in
with ......""u ......·..
turns toward mutual
It was eXj)lalned
no uncertaln terms that our rln'.,"""·..... ."..... .,.·.... t-."I o:rl1.~mjza
tions had no interest in, and were prohibited from
dealing with. "international organizations." If we are
to work with those in our own government who can
us, and whose efforts we can support. it must
be done by an organization which is of our own
nation's making!
How are we to crank up another professional society wUhou t spreading our resources of funds and
personnel to the breaking point. The answer lies in
organization. We currently have the mechanism to
economically create our national planetarium society
by making use of the existing regional SOCieties. My
plan is not to create an entirely new organization.
but rather to create an add-on coordinating group,
the National Planetarium Council. whose leadership
committee would be made up of representatives from
the existing regional organizations. The purpose of
this Council would be to coordinate efforts of the
existing planetarium SOCieties and act as an official
body which could deal with governmental agenCies.
Anyone holding membershIp in one of our regional
societies would automatically become a member of
the national organization. Bylaws would specify that
the members of the leadership committee would also
be the regional I.P.S. representatives. Officers for the
new council would be selected from among those
regional representatives. The reason for this connection with I.P.S. is two-fold. First, since the LP.S.
council meets annually, it would be desirable to have
our National PlanetarIum Council 1.,.".rI.,.,..""I-·"'"""
mittee schedule :its IDt!e{llng COlt1ClllrI'ently
reason for the I.P.S. COlln(~CrllOn
current on vital affairs.
{;,JU

Added benefits to this method of
would be the close
which
ly
between the new National
Council and the exJlstinfl ................."' ........... ..,u....... s04~leues.
all the same pelOPJle .,.·,..,.",." ...,.,.,,,,v
duce an
to
planetarl\lms to all other or~~arJlizclU()nS
country who have Interests and
with ours. This
include the
................,......... , the National Science
National Endowment for the
National Endowment for the
r""Y"\lI"""I::!#!>"

come
not. can afford itl
The formation of a national OnlaIliz,aUon
due. With a little coordinated effort
To make such an orJ&!rul1zatJlon
an ad hoc committee to
which can be
each of the re~(iOllal
eUes. The benefits to
of pnJmonng
tariums dictate that we make an effort
such a "".n."~i""t' ..
(article
with
Southeastern Planetarium AS:SOCUJlUO,n

I sent a number
article and asked them to res,oona
tion:

a.

be created

zation.
Vol.
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the

int,ernlationcll p,arUOP,aU(m has
vast inroads into the ranks of officers and
of LP.S or the
to the
e

'helret()re, any new
dilute some of the
that U.S. members have
some who would see

in a
are
in " ..........,...,,,1-.,,''1'1.
Dilutes our current efforts.
COmr)eb2S for
dollars.
ar~:umlenl:s, I

our cause at the
on
well
individuals can cormelct
mental officials holdinlg
A lUIUVJlHlUI.

is not

and phone calls.
West Virginia, I am
that would come across this infordefinitely not in a
mation by accident and I seldom have time to more than
breeze through the I.P .S. journal. Somehow, though, I
always seem to know what is going on in other regions.
I like the way that Robert has proposed that the national organization be part of the regional groups. This could
increase regional conference attendance and membership.
I also like the fact that there wouldn't be any dues, since it
is difficult coming up with dues for I.P.S. and a regional
group. the tie-in to I.P.S. would be necessary as some people wouldn't be able to get time of for more than one conference or b~ unable to receive money for more than one
trip a year.

Tfie goal of this national or;ganization seems ne6u[ous to me as !R..pbert iescrWes it.

need to worry
regional or~~arUzllti()nS
But just ImC:lgllle
experiments would be done or film toc.ta$~e
on a future shuttle mission because there
network of
that

The old saw "you don't know how
been until it's gone" may
in reverse to plalne'tanlans:
"we won't know what we've
is a na'ti01llal plametalimn
What we have been
ety. There are thousands
omy education
no national
National Planetarium Council
tarium and planetarians access to the benefits reten'ed
by Bob in his article plus more that we cannot torlese,e.
U .... VU,jI;A ..JUL

The goal of this national organization seems nebulous
to me as Robert describes it. Is the primary responsibility
of the organization to promote planetariums in the U.S.?
Does it seek out funding for the planetarium community
by pursuing federal agencies? Or does it cater to the
whims of the federal agencies just to get recognition? I am
very confused as to what this organization will do once it
is formed.
Also, I am concerned about the comment that Added
benefit to this method or organization would be the close
relationship whi~h would naturally develop between the
new National Planetarium Council and the existing planetarium societies." I don't necessarily agree. I can imagine
certain regions fighting for domination of the group
because each region has its own special needs, problems,
and philosophies on what a planetarium should be.
I would support the idea of a national planetarium
organization with guarded enthusiasm. This group would
have to prove to me that their existence would have a positive impact on my planetarium and those around the
country.
Elizabeth S. Wasiluk
Berkeley County Planetarium
Hedgesville, West Virginia
II

**......
A national planetarium association or society is crucial
for the future of planetariums in the United States.
Currently, there is no formal way for planetariums to
interact with any national agency. IPS cannot fill this void.
IPS, an international organization, cannot represent us at
congressional hearings, lobby legislation, influence national initiatives. It can't even help in getting a commemorative planetarium postage stamp issued.
The only effective way we, as a profession, can have an
influence on a national science curriculum or on establishing that a planetarium in every community is of importance is to give our profession a voice. We as a national
group are mute only because we lack the formal frameVol. 21, No.4, December 1992
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9{ptionaf PCanetarium
p[anetarium
referred to b9 r.B06
cannot foresee.
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we

In addition to providing ret:)re5;entatl.on,
nization could help
our pn)te~;SlCln
The uniqueness of our theaters is a
teristic which is often COlLlnlter1Df()dtlctLve
make a random list of a
find that
have a half dozen different
ing
same tasks. The
among plane1:ariurrls cc)ns:taIllUy
the adoption of some basic standarcts
national
could serve to
by suggesting,
not enj:on:inl~
guidelines.
However
it may
al organization will be
that establishing an pntl1'pl"
separate meetings, IOtlm.a.1,
bank" for people who are
time and money to
and
regional associations.
His cost saving alternative would have N.P.C. otrLcelrs
be regional I.P.S. representatives who
during the I.P.S. council
communicate to
members through the regional newsletters. But
is taken, this plan might create a weak and aelpe]laE~nt
organization. It is easy to imagine
the
become just an afterthought at I.P .5. council meeWl2:S
just another feature in regional ne'wsj,etters
of economy, it simply accommodates
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I feel that my
issue of The Planetarian
this
I realized

or a
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the N.P.C. among the
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our international
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I believe
other countries would
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Planetarium of The Newark
... Congratulations to Mary Kay
He~mlnen,",ay (University of Texas at Austin Astronomy
on her Outstanding Teaching Award from the
National Science Foundation! ... Dave Hostetter
Natural
has started some~n<:>"' .... ,"'''·''''' with the one
)1I"',o'ui'11c;:,Gl,

Museum. I'm

............ £,.._
,'l"e"" remembers
for Pete Smolders (Artis
write about a once-secret
of the Russians to
on the
The article is to appear in Ad
.Il'-l!.~UIV"'" of
will soon move to Nll11rulcn
and run the new
at the
Thomas' friend Harald Wolff is
urn this school
H. W. sends his 'l"aO'~'I"rlC;:
Storer Planetarium) is a man of
Science Teacher of
Year and
&J...." " .......

UTI'.1"V1Ina

tarium

L.OlrrlptmalUl1rn

were involved with The Aztec
sound track for
St. Louis Science
Center's
The Great ..... v,'~i::nC;U'Htl-'H
(I
heard

just to name
Columbus
sick? ... Did
Chester

tnE~ncls

The Morehead Planetarium is offering a
experience in the areas of planetarium
receive on-the-job training and will undertake .. "" . . ·. . ,....
aSS:lst;ant
laboratory sessions. In addition, the intern will enroll a
course
or other advanced degree at the Graduate School of the University
stipend of $12,000 a year will be paid. The intern will be responsible
The program is two years
duration (August 1993 to July
desire to pursue planetarium work as a career
a sound
Previous planetarium experience is helpful but not required.
The application deadline is January 15, 1993. For application information contact:
JlA ... ;;;..

LlU •.., ..... ';;. ...

Intern Selection Committee
Morehead Planetarium
CB# 3480, Morehead Planetarium Bldg.
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599
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is scheduled to arrive after the next onnoslt1lon
two may then work
with Mars
;:)J.J:~JlU;a.J." to earth from the several
Russian craft
These newest
invaders will
sophisticated view yet of this most-earthlike
doubt
new Mars fodder for

h n ............'H

p.lanletclfl-

as new models

es is the autumn
last seen
in the skies of earth some 130 years ago. Of course, we see
bits and pieces of it every year as
Perseid meteor shower, for which it is the celebrated
But even as it careens across
in the northwestern sky as this is
I've found the International
Astronomical Union Circular No. 5636 (dated October
to be very
suggesting as it does that
the next time
to be in
2126),
Earthlings may get a very dose look indeed at this comet.
It's certainly helpful to get a century's
of a
Hal close call, and the suggestion that the comet be
watched as long as possible after perihelion to better determine its orbit seems like sound advice to me!
(Incidentally, the IAU Circulars, if you don't get them
already, are a useful thing to consider. For about $50 you
get about a year's worth of late-breaking information on
comet discoveries and other new celestial finds, ephemerides, and reports of observations. It's where I first learned of the discovery of the Uranian and
rings,
for example. To inquire about a subscription, write to the
Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams, Smithsonian
Astrophysical
Massachusetts
02138, U.S.A.)
Also new-or at least newsworthy-this winter is that
Mars is once again coming to opposition-the traditional
time when invasion forces are launched between earth and
the red planet. In H. G. Wells' fanciful War of the Worlds
and its subsequent media
it's the Martians
who attack us, only to be done in by an army of cold
germs. Invasions in fact rather than
have
been decidedly
in
And
as our two worlds maneuver once again into relative proximity, the latest Mars-bound fleet-of-one is already on its
way with the successful September 25 launch of Mars
Observer.
SOr)hl~,tl(:ate:d little
If all continues to
Mars to our curicraft, this winter, as we point out
ous public, we'll also be able to mention that a new invader is on its way there even as we look. And if all continues
to go well as it arrives next
for its
(Martian year, that is)
probe mission, it
still be in shape to
Russian Mars 1994 craft
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At the IPS .....
Jena announced its first new
and West German Zeiss """."",..."...,."...roC'
new name. The former East "-'''' .....u .........
ZKP 2 is
in the Zeiss
ZKP 3, a COinoact ........ ,."r.,.,.~,,_
,.,..,."i-...... ,...

unoe:rstcln<lmg from information gat:nelreo
that all Zeiss
pn)d1.1ctllon line are now Pf()OUlCeIJ,
tained in or from
and the line will continue to .u............ "'.c;
models for
up to 30 meters
feet).
Further, Carl Zeiss
tional markets by the sales on!;anLizaltio,n
West German
from
and Alan Castleman that Seiler Instrument
170 E. Kirkham
St.
968-2282
u.u::t::u.u~

United States. Carl Zeiss
wood, New
will be
U.S. for all other Zeiss prC)OlJ.ctS.
For more information on the Zeiss
may wish to contact Peter Koehler at
Astronomical Instruments
promenade
0-6900

More Intorrna1tl011, contact . .""' .......
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Goto Optical
Company, 4-16 Yazaki-cho,
ru<=nUl-SfU. Tokyo 183 Japan, or the Goto representative in
your country or region.
Minolta Corporation also announced a new planetarium projector called the Infinium Gamma, a compact projector designed for both tilted and non-tilted domes from 9
to 15 meters (30 to 50 feet) in diameter. Contact Kosuke
Sasaki, Minolta Corporation, Planetarium Department, 100
Williams Drive, Ramsey, New Jersey 07446 U.S.A. for
more information.
Not to leave out other major planetarium manufacturers, Evans & Sutherland announced during the IPS meeting the contract signing for its twenty-third Digistar facility world-wide (at the Calgary Centennial Planetarium in
Calgary, Canada). E&S's most recent Digistar installations
have included its newly developed
and lens sysin the Hansen
tem (demonstrated
the IPS
Planetarium), which improves the star-size and brightness
of the Digistar starfield. For more information, contact Jeri
Panek, Evans & Sutherland, P.O. Box 58700, 600 Komas
Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 84158 U.S.A., telephone
(801)582-5847.
For Spitz, Inc., P.O. Box 198, U.S. Route 1, Chadds Ford,
PA 19317 U.S.A., George Reed talked about the Spitz video
special-effects control system and the ATM-3 automation
system-one of the latest additions to the product line for
Spitz's System 512 projector. Again, for more information,
contact George.
I don't believe any representatives
Learning Technologies, Inc., which manufactures the Starlab portable
planetarium, were present at
but they've got some
new products out; look for mention of them in the next
issue.

New

nD'I-'lI1,.;1l·• ......,

Directories

in the plc:me~tal1Ulm
with
ordered from
Colorado 80307-3023 U .S,A.
Incidentally, David Menke of the Buehler Planetari1um
in Davie,
who has taken on the arclU()US
producing a new IPS Planetarium Ullrectorv
this writing that the new d.uect,ofV
bers' hands by the time
rt'c...·.!!lI'i'n
David for his efforts, and
i:)J.l\JUJ.U,

tion to its plcme'trulmn «)mpeltlaJlUD1.
Hon of works from Mark's
including
from The
Show. It's

a go; you
(We also
the store as a way
videos. It can't
Another Loch Ness

DI«JU11Ct ~£'IId"'''''n.I ...

On display at June's IPS corlteI'enc::e--al1ld.
making updates-was
Compendium,"
Ness Production's venture into offering its own directory of planetarians and planetariums
from around the world. It has a similar organization and
look to past issues of the IPS Planetarium Directory (which
Mark Petersen produced for a number years when he was
IPS Treasurer/Membership Chair), with some additional
useful and/ or clever features. It's spiral bound so it can lie
new statistics on planetarithere are some
of a paper presented at
ums, and there is a revised
the 1990 IPS conference about the "L-H-S Level
Specification of Planetarium Capabilities," which suggests
a classification system for planetarium capabilities. (The LH-S
for Loch Ness Productions, Joe
Engineering, and Sky-Skan, Inc., respectively.)
Additionally, the book is liberally laced with snippets
Carolyn Collins Petersen scripts and a wide assortment of
wry and
and facts
are a pleasure
to browse through. And if your
is listE~d in boldface
type, it means you are or have been a Loch Ness customer.
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for about
at 9230 North Penn Place
""""u<,'"v ......... 73120 U.S.A.
mation.
You can't
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The

tad urn
Museum and
Planetari urn in
York. It's from
American Science and Surplus
Jerryco
and
it must be obtained and read to be truly appreciated. It
contains all sorts of surplus items, from lamps, casters,
electronic parts, A. C. and D. C. motors, and tools to science
toys, novelties, "office things" and some items
which almost defy description. Some things are undoubtedly useful to planetarium scavengers, some are just a hoot
to read about.
" described as
you can get flash
For
cotton. Made to
suit made of
wear in a nuclear plant, they have no exotic
properties of which we are aware. But they do scream for
attention .... The hood and boots would fit a
mus. We recommend the whole ensemble for maximum
effect." Or
the "incogneato glasses": "Cardboard silly
'glasses' in the shape of the black stripe that appears over
photos of sordid doings when the identity of the doer is
not to be revealed .... We are unsure why we have them.
These things just seem to happen to us."
Get the picture? It's a delightful catalog for a rainy
afternoon's browse--and you never know when you may
find something truly useful. The two examples aside, this
catalog really does have some truly useful do-dads. For a
catalog, contact the company's Mail Order Warehouse at
601 Linden Place, Evanston, Illinois 60202 U.S.A., telephone (708)475-8440.
The other catalog is the more staid but voluminous
"Catalog #15 - Astronomical Literature and Supplies"
from Willmann-Bell, Inc. P.O. Box 35025, Richmond, Virginia 23235 U.S.A., telephone (804)320-7016, fax (804)2725920. It's a
loaded with all sorts of

Before I
ber I was ...."..i-t",.tv
a valuable Dr4:>m.otj.on
your planetarium.
available from our \..UJlU:::C:II.):;'-U:
Tennessee.
You may have received
of his DT Put'lisrung'

1/

need more to get it sent
is
free.
cUITent~"pr:~I-'JP~,r~In any case, as I scan thl:0ugh
old
I can
that it's
waiting for (or paying
First Class Do~;ta~!:e
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use a cir4culill'
and function
and that
should
use a telescope. All
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We listened to what you had to s
You wanted quality, inexpensive programs that were not just multi-media shows, but timely
educational programs that utilized the planetarium. We offer the following:

You wanted slides that were opaque and ~ mounted, ready to drop into your projectors. All
of the shows sold by H.P.S. feature slides 1*1 that are opaque, pin-registered in Wess Slide Mounts
ready for use. No more grey rectangles,
no more taping, or painting or remounting of slides.
You wanted high-quality soundtracks that could be easily edited to fit your particular program
needs. H.P.S. was the first to release a planetarium soundtrack in digital compact disc format.
Most of the programs are designed to be edited by you. They are written in
segments, many of which can stand alone as mini-programs. When you
purchase our shows, we encourage you to modify these programs as
you see fit. .. to make them yours.

Now it's your tum to listen ...
to our compact disc version of the soundtrack to "Where On Earth Is Christopher Columbus?"
Please call or write for your review copy today. After all, we believe U if you listen, you will

H.P.S.

Helping Planetariums Succeed
3080 Ridge Avenue
Macon, Georgia 31204
(912) .. 743-5651

Benedum Natural ...,"'. . . . . .
Oglebay
Conference _ . . . ,. .......~ . .
Wheeling, West
L ........

(304) 243-4034

FAX (304) 243-4110
CompuServe 72467,2051
Once again, I would like to
this
thank all of you who sent in
for this
Regional Roundup. The amount of material COInlI1lg
increasing and I am elated because it shows that you have
or
an interest in the activities of your
and would like to share them with
keep up the good work! Please
your .......
,.W'
deadline of the next issue of Regional . . "''-' ................,1-'
Wednesday January 13, 1993.
A ................

ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH SPEAKING PLANETARIUMS (APLF)
No report. Agnes Acker, representative.
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
(AMPAC)
The XX AMPAC National
was
in
tion with the First Iberoamerican Planetarium .......... "' ........
the Puebla
Director German
Martinez Hidalgo and the
Puebla's
Lie. Mariano Pifia Olaya and his staff.
the
tant resolutions was the
Iberoamericana de Planetarios, S.I.P.
Spanish speaking Planetariums
were from Argentina, Colombia,
Provisional officers for the Society were elected as
- Secretary: Arq. Sergio Gonzalez de la
Director of
the Museo Tecno16gico C.F.E. & Planetarium.
- Representative for the Iberic Peninsula
Portugal): Ma. Nieves Gordon
rel)fe~se:nnng
Director of Pamplona's Planetarium,
.
-Representative for the South Cone
Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia and
AntonIO
Cornejo, Director of Planetario
la Ciudad de Buenos
Aires.
-Representative for the Andine ..""-"'-A ....' ...
Colombia,
Ecuador):
Planetario de Bogota, Santa Fe, Colombia.

in ~p,aru.sn.
S.I.P. will hold the 1993 meetulj.?;
AMP AC' s XXII ~u[nmler
v ... ,JY. .................

1'-\

I!;;;o;:ILU.VJc.. "' ................. ..
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Undine Concannon reports that the summer of '92 has
been fairly slow for most planetariums in her region. However, visitations from local schools have turned the tide.
The Stargazer Mobile Planetarium is still traveling
around the northeast part of England and the southern
part of Scotland. Its owner I lecture is sometimes required
to sleep in the back of his caravan on overnight trips.
The Mills Observatory Planetarium in Dundee repeated
their successful series of children's workshops this past
summer. In the surrounding park, a new outdoor display
associated with a competition brought many new visitors
to the planetarium. Boards representing each planet, and
the Sun, plus additional asteroids etc., have been used for
"Planet Trek", an orienteering type of event.
The Durham County Education Authority has recently
acquired. a new portable planetarium for use in schools in
the Northeast of England.
In association with the magazine Astronomy Now, the
London Planetarium is judging a "Save our Stars" competition. This is for the best photograph or artwork depicting
the problems of light pollution. Prizes include a visit to La
Palma Observatory for the adult group, and an Astroscan
telescope for those under 18 years of age. Sir Isaac Newton
will come to life for one week during the first week in
December, performing two shows daily to schools and
mixed audiences. He promises to use skateboards, a bucket of water and balloons during his act. Certain Royal
Airforce pilots have discovered they don't know where the
moon should be in the sky and have asked for a special
lecture to enlighten them. It is hoped that his will become a
regular part of their astro-navigation training.
The Fort Victoria Planetarium in Yarmouth has become
the newest permanent planetarium in England. The planetarium is also supported by a shop, exhibition center and
lecture room. The facility is being run as a private venture.
EUROPEAN/MEDITERRANEAN PLANETARIUM
ASSOCIATION (EMPA)
No report. Dennis Simopoulos, representative.
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(GLPA)
The joint meeting of GLP A and GPP A was just a couple
of days away at the deadline for this article. For more
information about the conference, please look to the next
issue of Regional Roundup.
In July and August, The Adler Planetarium, the Shedd
Aquarium, and the Field Museum cooperated in a Science
Camp, which welcomed over 250 children. In August, over
20,000 people attended a traveling Space Station Freedom
exhibit module while it was at Adler. Chuck Bueter is the
new intern at the Adler. Also joining the staff is Dr. Doug
Duncan, formerly of the Space Telescope Science Institute,
who will serve as the head of the Adler's Astronomy
Vol. 21, No.4, December 1992

Department.
The Cernan Earth and
recently
a $30,759
Grant from the Institute of Museum Services
will be applied to a variety of orC.lects .................hI
ing school year. Former GLPA
recently received a promotion to the PO:sitilon
Director of the Space and Defense
new position will add science exhibit a.e~le14)prnel1t
current duties of managing film prc)pe:rt1E~S
bution.
The Illinois State University Planetarium pr4emleI'ea
#The Apollo Prophesy" on September
in commemoration of International Space Year. This Pf()gIiaffi SPE~culatf~s
on how things would be different if we
Apollo program to the establishment of an on;go]mg
exploration program.
Peoria's Lakeview Planetarium is ae'V'ellDP]ng
on the Lights," a new hands-on science area
October and includes Saturday teacher w(Jlr.lQmops.
exhibit was made possible
an $82,000 grant from
SUt)oort
Illinois State Board of Education along with
from the Central Illinois Light Company.
Keith Schaeffer of Lawrence North High
Planetarium and Dan Goins of Martinsville High School Planetarium recently attended the National
Conference for Math and Science in Baltimore.
The Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing is
ing most of the fall for renovation. Improvements include
repainting the dome, constructing a projection
around the perimeter of the chamber, and the
of a new Digistar Projector.
The Shiras Planetarium in Marquette, Mlcnllgan
been totally renovated, with new seating, new Cal1)et1n:!!..
Sky-Skan automation system, and a Minolta
instrument. The $350,000 renovation was
donations
two local
two state
and their local school board.
Doris Forror is the new and returning au'edtor
Schuele Planetarium in Bay Village, Ohio and one
first duties was to host a meeting of C.R.A.P.
Regional Association of Planetariums.)
"-.JI";;.ll'Ol';;.LQ.o.

.l.U;::llI.aAAUlI..IlVAa

GREAT PLAINS
(GPPA)

ASSOCIATION

The joint meeting of GPPA and GLPA was
about to
begin at the deadline
this article. Please see
issue for additional information about the COlrUE~renCle.
Laura Kyro is stepping down as newsletter editor
as of this fall. Her replacement has yet to
IT ALlAN PLANETARIA'S FRIENDS
(AADP)

C"lILoJI.JI"""'_.Il.c-z.

The last national meeting
Friend's Association produced a "'V~""V.'~

AA'~,~A'h

the newsletter
The MAPS Education
"Under
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(RMPA)

SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF

No report. James Manning, representative.
SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (SEPA)
SEP A is pleased to announce that hurricane damage to
planetariums in Florida and Louisiana was minimal. Some
did have to close to make minor repairs, but all feel very
fortunate to have been spared any major damage.
Dave Hostetter reports from Lafayette, LA that the City
Counc~ had approved an amount in excess of three-quarters of a million dollars to make repairs and upgrades to
the museum and planetarium. This will include stopping
water leaks, installation of new seating, improving accessibility for the handicapped, repairs to the ceiling, etc. At the
present time, the museum/planetarium building is dosed
to the public and Dave is using a portable dome in another
city-owned building to present shows.
Al Peche has left Baton Rouge, and is now at the
Museum of Science and Industry in Tampa, FL. Also
working part-time for him is Tony Butterfield, formerly of
the John Young Planetarium in Orlando.
The new assistant at Bays Mountain Park Planetarium
in Kingsport, TN, is Adam Thamz, a graduate from the
University of Florida with a B.A. in Astronomy, Masters in
Astronomy and a Masters in Science Education.
The planetarium at the Savannah Science Museum has
recently undergone a face lift with a newly painted dome,
new carpeting and service to their Spitz A3P.
Sue Griswold of the Kelly Planetarium at Discovery
Place in Charlotte, NC, reports that they are in the final
stages of completing a new astronomy education section in
the museum. The center piece of the astronomy display
will be a Sun Dome. The outside dome from the old planetarium has been moved inside at Discovery
and
when completed, visitors will be able to tour both the interior and the surface of the Sun.
Frank Palma has a beautiful new facility at Pensacola
Junior College in Pensacola, FL. He now has a Digistar
housed in a 40-foot dome complete with ScreenMaster
automation, panorama and an all-sky system. His first program is scheduled for early 1993.
Riverview High School in Sarasota, FL, has undergone
some changes. They now have a renovated Spitz A4 with
automation, panorama and a video system.
The Florida Planetarium Association held their semiannual meeting in the planetarium at the Nature Center of
Lee County in Fort Myers, on Saturday November 14th.
The next SEPA meeting will be June 15-19, 1993. For additional information, please contact John Hare, Bishop
Planetarium, 201 Tenth Street, Bradenton, FL 34205.

November 6-9 in
Wiggins, at
International
Clyde W. Tombaugh Space ..................... , pllamlea
with several
and pn~sentalt:i.ons.
ing forward to being with Dr.
to
ference banquet and the
The Local Group met at the
for the Annual Howard Estes
August, hosted by Donna Pierce.
Howard of Spitz, Inc.
his
efforts to
Spitz installations in the area in
the meeting were: Don and
Nancy Van Schaik, Dixie
Gene Koonce, Donna and
Weldon, Bill and ......... '...................
Burton, Linda and Frank
Jordan.
Bill Dexter was honored on his recent
and his move to
Bill was the
SW AP. Steven
left the Don
Discovery Center in
for the Boy Scouts of America.
Discovery Center
a
GA. Chuck Davis is now
Planetarium in
tor of the
for the LaPorte LS.D.
is now the
Science
Jackson has moved to the Grand Prairie ........... v..., .. '"
tarium and Christine
is now the
l l J ...............
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4-16 YAZAKICHO, FUCHU-SHI, TOKYO 183,
JAPAN TEL: 0423 (62) 5312 FAX 0423 (61) 9571
TLX: 2832421 GOTOPT J

There is no doubt that the most
to arise
from
this year has concerned the
to address
audio. I
in a paper at the Saint Louis Great
many of those
Lakes Planetarium Association
in October. The
many of
from that paper. I
answered.

in

A true audio revolution has been under way now since
the mid 80' s. And we are already a part of this movement.
This is the movement into Digital Audio.
We started it with the
of
disk (CD)
recordings and CD players. You are promoting the application of digital audio when you install a laser disk video
And now this revolution is nearly l:Ulml:'H~l[e
dome and production facility can convert to 100%
audio in a cost effective fashion!
Digital audio products are now appearing in affordable
forms and can make your
soundtrack productionl playback chores easier ... and with the sonic purity of
recordings.

Disk

are ..,. . . ,.;,. .

JlL.HJLJLll-,.;,

2-track with SMPTE
2-track and 4-track reel u .......................
and 3-track cassette malcnme'S.

CI

The best format for this is the "new" DAT with SMPTE
time-code. These differ from consumer" DAT units in
that
are far more
have up to 799
F. ... "........
address
store on the tape!),
RS422 & 232
and have a
track for
SMPTE to drive your automation or to allow SVIlch.rmUZi:ltion. These are great in the dome for stereo
track
with SMPTE and """..,.,..... r.".,. n~DlSt~.I.eSs,
narrative or dialog re(~orcjmlgs .
is
non-destructive.
hold up to two hours (saves rnr>nD·., and rewind at 100
times
The stable
is
for laser
grams.
1/

JlJL.av .. oc

.I..I.U;lClL';:;.1.

journeys ...
Dr. F. R. Moulton

8-track machines
These
8-track reel machines and exist now in two
formats...
based ... and hard disk based.
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NETARIUM

IBLI G

HY

1913 - 1990

Lists every article, book, thesis, dissertation
about planetariums (except for the PLANETARIAN Mosley already has produced a list of those). This bibl
includes articles from American Regional Newsletters
Available in two formats: Hard copy or computer disk (Apple, Mac. and IBM)
II
Find out why the bibliography starts 10 years before
planetarium was invented.
II
Find out who was talking about shows for the
1 52.
II
Find out that portable planetariums were first
about in 1947.
Publication date: October 1992.
Published by the Great Lakes Planetarium
GLPA members contact:
GLPAS Instructional Materials Comm
Non GLPA members contact:
Eric Schreur
GLPA Membership Chair
Kalamazoo Public Museum
3 15 South Rose St.
Kalamazoo, MI 49007
616-345-709 -TofindouthowtojoinGLPAsoyoucan
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Janes'
Corner

Jane Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
Sometimes we Planetarians get to participate in a great
celebration called an IPS conference like the one I attended
in July, 1992. Hansen Planetarium, the host for IPS '9:, is
in downtown Salt Lake, right in the middle of everything;
it's near the state government offices, and one-half block
from Temple Square, the site of the Mormon (Church of
Latter Day Saints) Temple and Tabernacle. I arrived a day
early so I could "look around" before the conference, and
took the "walking tour" of downtown. The Mormon Tabernacle organist specialized in segueways from one familiar melody to another, some dramatic, some soft. The
changing lighting effects behind the organ reminded me of
cove lights or special effects in the planetarium.
There are no trashcans in S.L.C. The streets are wide,
designed so that "a team of oxen can tum around without
backing up." Sidewalks are wide, too. No benches to sit on
while waiting for a bus, and no trash either. What is
grit all over my face? Oh, it's salt. In the 95 degree dry
heat, you can
the salt off your face when your sweat
evaporates.
They say the way they have named the streets in
Lake makes them
easy to get
but even Von
Del
conference host, had trouble when
telling us how to walk to a nearby location near the
Hansen. He said," Go left
on 1st South, then
(north) on 2nd East ... no ... shucks ... just follow
ceen!#
Terence Murtagh, of Sky-Skan, Inc., on his way up to
the podium at Hansen, bumped his head on a piece of
apparatus hanging down from the dome. "Uh, I can see
stars all ovett They're even better than Digistar!" Hansen
a Digistar. Bin Byleveld, Planetarian from the
Netherlands, thought that Evans and Sutherland should
market a smaller version for school planetariums. He told
Jeri Panek, Digistar rep., that this model should be called a
Digette."
II
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from Bozeman, Montana, OD4~ne~a
say in the West,
Bill
Planetarian from New York
man of the business mE~en.n,g; re5;ponCl,ea:
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all!" (at)P2lrently
gion).
Von Del
months, to make this a
Malin, Photographic ~C].enlnst
Observatory in Sydney,
tograph of a nebula. He
years to the IPS meeting at
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Hansen
Brent and Donna
and Christian Gibbs how
all this. Donna
said: "There's
of scientists looking at a
covered with formulas obviously explaining some intricate process. In the middle of
the chain of formulas,
words 'then a miracle occurs'
appear. Well, Von Del
of all the
he wanted
to do and the
he wanted
go, and
the cartoon at
then a miracle occurs' and
'I.J""UJ.lY.

I

cross··walk
for go, but we

A

12:05

9:15 a.m.
A rotten
the A13 this
almost as
much time from
to
as from Southend. A
of coffee comes first as the
a firm of accountants prctgnlmlniI1lg
few
can
it is
is
of this nature come in every

1:00 p.m.
2:00

London
Lunch

10:15

the Sun, and the Sun is one star
questions afterwards. "how hot is the
round other stars?" "How old are
11:30 a.m. The second group are older and
the
itself.
ask
of
artificial stars on the inside
the
and I can teU them that a
between two electrodes
in xenon gas is focused onto
screen by lenses and
holes to make a very realistic sky indeed. Both groups
enjoyed the visit.
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The laser display world has become much more
economical, compact, easy-to-use and brilliantl
laser Art Projector Air-Cooled-lAP-AC

laser Art Beam Machine-lABM-AC/HP

Laser Art Proiector-AC/HP Specifications
~

State-of-the-Art Digital Laser Show Reproduction System

~

Full RGB Capability

~

Super Compact High-Technology Electro-Optical
Design

~

S-VHS and Laser Video Disc Storage of Laser Show
Data and Imagery

~

An expanding Video Disc library of Thousands of
Images, Effects, and Show Modules comes with each
system, accessible in real time

~
~

~

Laser Art Projector/HP can accept up to
30 watts laser power

~

The Laser Art Projector can be used as a
controller for the Laser Art Beam Machine
at no extra cost and provides Highest Quality
Environmental Laser Show Displays

~

Suitcase model option allows LAP-AC to be
shipped as airline baggage

~

LAP-AC can be plugged into any wall
20 amps 100-117 VAC

~

LAP-AC can be set-up in as little as 5 minutes

Laser Art Projector/ AC comes with 150 milliwatt
Argon Laser and 20 milliwatt HE NE Laser Standard

~

One year guarantee on all systems

Loser Arts

P.O. Box 5562
Bend, Oregon 97708
1-800-9 LASER 1
Phone: 1-503-382-0145
Fax: 1-503-382-8465

Superior New Air-Cooled Technology gives Super
Brightness Comparable to Water-Cooled Systems

PRODUCTIONS
PROJECTION

U.S., Canada & Caribbean
Sales and Service

1-800-9 LASER 1

5 273 7
SYSTEMS------~~----------------------------------------

Cosmo Tsunashima #103
36-13 Osone-Dai Kohoku-Ku
Yokohama, Japan
TEL: 045-545-7745
FAX: 045-543-8650

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special eff~cts and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DlGISTAR® is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

